PROVISIONAL AGENDA

for: 2642nd meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
(Justice and Home Affairs)

Brussels, 24 February 2005 (10.00)

1. Adoption of the agenda

2. Approval of the list of "A" items
   6588/05 PTS A 7

3. Policy debate on follow-up to the Commission reports on the Member States' transposition of instruments adopted on the basis of Title VI of the TEU
   6047/2/05 JAI 43 CATS 10 REV 2
   – Commission reports on transposal of the Council Framework Decision of 13 June 2002 on joint investigation teams and the Council Framework Decision of 13 June 2002 on the European arrest warrant and the surrender procedures between Member States

4. Proposal for a Council Framework Decision on the European Evidence Warrant (EEW) for obtaining objects, documents and data for use in proceedings in criminal matters (specific questions) (LA)
   6142/05 COPEN 30
   + COR 1
5. Proposal for a Council Framework Decision on combating racism and xenophobia (LA) 6229/05 DROIPEN 10

6. Europol: nomination of the Director

7. Proposal for a Council Decision establishing the European Police College (CEPOL) as an EU body (LA) 6033/1/05 ENFOPOL 8 REV 1

8. Green Paper on an EU approach to managing economic migration 5436/05 MIGR 2 SOC 60 ECOFIN 42 + COR 1

9. General approach on the proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC) No 539/2001 as regards the reciprocity mechanism (LA) 6483/05 VISA 43 COMIX 126 OC 81

10. Council conclusions on the inclusion of biometric data in visas and residence permits 6492/05 VISA 44 COMIX 127

**In parallel with the Council meeting:** Mixed Committee at ministerial level (16.00)

1. Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC) No 539/2001 as regards the reciprocity mechanism (LA) 6438/05 VISA 43 COMIX 126 OC 81

2. Council conclusions on the inclusion of biometric data in visas and residence permits 6492/05 VISA 44 COMIX 127

3. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning the Visa Information System (VIS) and the exchange of data between Member States on short-stay visas (LA) 5093/05 VISA 1 COMIX 5 CODEC 77 + COR 1

---

(LA) = legislative act